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Campus Report : 
Daffodil International University (DIU) Air Rover Scout Group organized "Rover Squire Orientation" at the
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Campus Report : 
Daffodil International University (DIU) Air Rover Scout Group organized "Rover Squire Orientation" at the
Banquet hall of the university on Thursday. Md. Anowar Habib Kazal, Treasurer, DIU Air Rover Scout Group
and Senior Assistant Director (Public Relations) of DIU was present in the program as the chief guest. Presided
over by Md. Shaiful Islam Khan, Rover Scout Leader, DIU Air Rover Scout Group, the program was also
addressed by Farhana Rahman, President Rover Scout, RSL, and Slauddin Morsalin, Former SRM DIU Air
Rover Scout Group. 
Addressing as the chief guest Anowar Habib Kazal said, Scout orientation is very important and historical event
for a Scout which inspire him to engage himself in scouting through self rectification of mind. He urged the
rovers to maintain and follow the rules and ideas of Baden Powell to create a beautiful world for all.  
He appreciated the recent activities done by the Rovers of DIU and urged to keep up the speed. He also said,
introducing Rover Movement at the university, Daffodil International University has set up an example to be
followed by other private universities of Bangladesh.   
In the presidential address Shaiful Islam Khan said, scouting helps the students to increase interaction among
them focus themselves to perform well in professional life and also to get exposure.  
He urged them to boost up the speed and also to encourage their friends and involve them in Scout Movement to
proudly represent them in future job market. He also said Scouting can play a vital role in developing career and
building character of a student though which students can practice of becoming a successful leader and
contribute a lot to the society.    
Around 150 Rovers from DIU Air Rover Scout Group were present at the Orientation Program. At the end of the
formal session a gala cultural program was performed by the rovers.  


